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FEATURE WALL   CUSTOM MADE ART WASHI

private residence, NYC



Our feature Washi is unique 
in that each individual parch-
ment is handmade; therefore, 
no single sheet is exactly the 
same. Each sheet has the ca-
pability to vary in dimension, 
color, and design. 
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jewelry store, NYC
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Japanese restaurant, Miami, FL

art gallery, NYC

art gallery, NYC TV Japan studio, NYC



Unlike other Washi works, the featured wall 
parchments have the most versatility in terms of 
design. Each example is meant to showcase the 

boundless of Washi capabilities, whether the 
parchment is framed, hung, warped, draped, 
or left as it is, the parchment maintains its 7

Japanese restaurant, NYC



ILLUMINATED WASHI  

Japanese restaurant, Miami, FL

WASHI WITH ILLUMINATION
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Washi parchment is coarse but not entirely transparent, even 
though a strong amount of light may diffuse through the material. 
The illuminated wall is special in that the LED lights used to illumi-
nate the parchment may be placed in any direction or area 
around the parchment for added lighting effects. The light really 
infuses any space with warmth, and earthy tones, reminiscent of 
nature.

private residence, NYC

art gallery, NYC Japanese confectionary store, NYC



10 Japanese confectionary store, NYC

ICFF 2013, NYC



11 private residence, Pittsburgh, PA

meditation room, NYC



DOORS & SLIDING PANELS  

private residence, NYC

WASHI LAMMINATED GLASS DOORS & FUSUMA



Doors & Sliding Panels
Each door and sliding panel is known in Japan as Shoji screens. They 
come in various shapes and designs ranging from simple to intricate pat-
terns, oftentimes depicting an image or story of nature. Because our 
screens allow for maximum privacy and openness, they are highly useful 
and incredibly beautiful decorations.private residence, NYC

private residence, NY



private residence, NYC



Grand Hyatt Tokyo, NYC

Michener Art Museum, PA

art gallery, NYC



ROOM DIVIDERS & SCREENS

law firm reception, NYC

WASHI ROOM PARTITION



The room dividers or screens require 
a number of techniques to assemble, 

and come in various sizes and 
forms. Their use however, can save 

space as well as introduce more 
color and texture to any interior or 

exterior space.

Asia Week 2016 At Sotheby’s, NYC art gallery, NYC

art gallery, NYC



art gallery, Boston, MA



store front, New York City

private residence, NYC

Japanese hibachi restaurant, NY



LIGHTING  
Floor & Ceiling Lamp Shade

private residence, NYC



Our lighting shades come in the a variety of shapes and sizes. Some 
can even substitute as candle shades. Because of the translucency of 
Washi parchment, the light that diffuses through isn't harsh and of-
ten reflects the design patterns onto the furniture surfaces. The 
shades are also available in three dimensional volumes without any 
frames or added support.

Japanese restaurant, Miami, FL

private residence, Singapore



Japanese restaurant, Las Vegas private residence, NYC

ICFF 2010, NYC



Japanese restaurant, Miami, FL



SIGNAGE
Washi signs, store displays

Japanese confectionary store, NYC



Our signage units have the ability to be flat or three dimensional, illumi-
nated or not, as well as other variations. It is a stylish way to showcase 
Washi while providing clear directions to whatever the sign says.

Japanese confectionary store, NYC

Yale University, CT retail store, NYC



26Narita International Air Port, JapanJapanese book store, NYC

ICFF 2010, NYC
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Yale University, CT

Japanese confectionary store, NYC

Narita International Air Port, Japan

Japanese restaurant, Tokyo, Japan



WALL COVERING
custom Washi wall paper

Playa Vik Hotel Jose Ignacio, Uruguay



The wall coverings, unlike traditional wall paper, are much more du-
rable and elegant in texture. They can also be lacquered for an 
added bonus of sustainability as it prevents weathering damage, 
mold build-up, and even water stains. Each covering may be de-
signed in a variety of colors and design patterns.

Playa Vik Hotel Jose Ignacio, Uruguay

Japanese restaurant, NYC

Japanese restaurant, NYC



show room, Japan

Japanese restaurant, NYCJapanese restaurant, NYC



WINDOW TREATMENT
Fusuma & Shoji sliding doors

Japanese hibachi restaurant, NY



Our window treatments mainly come as blinds or panels that shield 
from harmful UV rays. Some are adjustable, and can act similarly to 
our doors screens. An application of fire-retardant and water-resistant 
applicator is available with the Washi parchment for a more durable 
material.

Japanese hibachi restaurant, NY

Columbia University, NYC



33Playa Vik Hotel Jose Ignacio, Uruguay

restaurant dining area, NYC



Hiro Odaira (www.hiroodaira.com) the creator of Washi Art, which is made from a premium 

sustainable harvested plant fiber and presents an ethereal beauty to any setting for your fea-

tured walls, screens, doors, tables, amongst others.  His work is entirely handcrafted based 

upon 500-year-old traditional techniques preferred by the Emperors of Japan.  However, his 

traditional methods of applying Washi uses Washi as media. The approach of the artwork is 

extremely unique due to its flexibility and ability to work in concert with various types of sur-

roundings and projects. Washi media encompasses the client’s outlook and input of color 

schemes, dimensions, textures,patterns and any other specifications. The artwork is all-natural 

with no added acids or chemicals, and produces no emissions. The pigments consist of natural 

dyes, stone, and/or tannin juice, very occasionally metal powder is used. 

HIRO ODAIRA
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